APPENDIX

The Writing III Class C Students’ Compositions

Essay 1

Disadvantages of Cheating in Examination

Students must have highly motivated to reach their goal in their study. Their goal is decided based on their own effort to study seriously or not. Their effort can be showed by looking their score in examination's time. Students who get the good score are allowed to continue higher grade level. In the other hand, students who has the bad score, they must stay in the same grade. In this situation, students will do the best effort to achieve the good score. Students who has less motivated and not serious on study will also do the same thing. I will explain three strong reasons why I said so.

First strong reason is cheating equals lying. Students will feel worried after doing cheating, because they do something which is actually not allowed to be done. As a bad risk, students who are known cheating during an examination will get punishment by getting "0" - zero or "E". It means students fail and cannot continue to higher grades.

The second reason is cheating can disturb someone’s right. While other students want to do the exam seriously, the lazy students look other friend’s answers. For students who do exams seriously, it is exactly annoying and harmful.
The last reason is cheating can build unfair condition. Students who have done well on test will get the same score with unresponsible students. The bad effect will possible occur for motivated students to do cheating as the same way to get a good mark, although they will think this harms.

Three reasons above are clear enough showing cheating in examinations will not give any advantages. Here advice for less motivated students so that they will encourage their study and avoid cheating. First, students should do consultation about problem of every subject. Second, try to think whatever the result score the cheaters have to accept as next motivation. For last suggestions comes for the lecturers to more attention with unresponsible students.
Essay 2

Cheating in Examination Is Not a Smart Performance

Have you ever done cheating in examination? I believe almost all of the students ever do cheating. The problem is why students do cheating whether they know if cheating is not allow. The three reasons such as, decrease the brain works, people will know you as a bad person, and might be the reasons why cheating in examination is not a smart performance. This essay will explain more detail about the three reasons.

The first reason of why cheating in examination is not a smart performance is cheating will decrease the brain works. Just imagine if you never use your knife to cut a vegetable or fruit. I am sure that your knife will be blunt. It is the same with your brains. If you never use your brains to think or learn, your brains will be very useless.

The second reason is people will know you as a bad person. Why I said so is I believe in examination there are more than one person (teacher) to guide you. When you do cheating and your teacher know, your teacher will take your answer sheet and give you a zero score. Your classmates and also your teachers will label you as a lazy person because you tend not to prepare the examination very well the night before. And I am sure you will be very ashamed.

The last and the third reason is you can not be an independent person. If you always do cheating in every examination you will always need people to help you. Your abilities and skills will not grow. Just think if
there are no one who wants to help you, what will happen then? I believe you will be like a “crazy” person. So, decide your independent from now.

Overall, cheating is a bad performance and will decrease your brain works, people will know you as a bad person, and you can’t be an independent person. So, the night before the examination you must prepare all of the materials has been given to you. You must to read the lesson once again, so you will remember all of the materials. I am sure if you prepare well you will success to do the examination. You will get a high score. From now, please change your bad behavior and be confidence with your abilities. Good Luck!
Essay 3

Cheating: Sin

What comes up in your mind when you heard about cheating in examination? What will you say then after hearing about cheating? Being a good student nowadays is not very easy. In this era the difficulty of being a good student is coming from the complicated subjects that students get in school or university. Most of the students in this era are dare to do cheating during examination. Since we have known cheating is not very good idea for students, I will give you three reasons. The first important reason is students will always depend. Students always never do by themselves when they are having an examination. Definitely, students should be independent in school, not always depend on for doing everything especially for doing an examination.

The second reason of cheating during an examination is very bad idea for students is they will get a fake mark. Fake mark means the score or the mark students have got is not truly come from their job because of doing cheating. If the proctors or the teachers do not know, the teacher will directly give best score because teacher thinks answers are originally from student. Everyone wants to get a good mark originally coming from his or her job. Cheating is a bad idea or a bad way to be taken.

The third and the last reason of doing cheating is students will get punishment from teachers. Once teachers know students are cheating, teachers will give a punishment as bad as what the students do for cheating. There are so many possibility for the punishments for students such as
getting a bad mark directly, students will do a remidi for the examination, or even students will not be allowed to join the class again.

After reading those three important reason of cheating is very bad idea, we will realize we do not need to do kind of a bad way when we are having an examination. We can study hard to get a best mark and of course to pass the examination. If we do not understand at all, we can directly go to our teachers to ask help. However, doing cheating during an examination is kind of sin. So students should not do and should not make a sin to be an educated students in school.
Is Cheating During Examination to be Tolerated?

A student who is not serious and usually less motivated, tends not to prepare very well before examinations. Consequently, the student cheating during the examination. Is cheating in examination a smart performance? The answer is absolutely “no”. In my opinion, cheating in examination is not a smart performance and should not be tolerated because of three reasons.

The first and the most important reason cheating during the examination is not to be tolerated is cheating makes students are lazy. Students who are cheating do not prepare well before the examination. Students have no willing to study hard to get good score. The night before the examination, sometimes students just spend time at the mall, watching movie, and hanging out with friends without thinking about examination the day after. When the examination is held, the lazy students go to school or campus without any preparation. What happen in the class is students cheating during examination.

The second reason cheating during the examination is not to be tolerated is cheating makes students dependent on. Students who are not serious and usually less motivated, don’t prepare well before the examination. Those students are not confidence to do the exam. As a result, students always ask about the answer. So, during the examination, lazy students just dependent on and don’t do the examination well.
The third and the last reason cheating during the examination is not to be tolerated is cheating doesn’t give any improvement to the students who are cheating. After students get the answer, they just write it down. They don’t need to think. As a result, they don’t know anything and become stupid.

In summary, cheating during the examination is not a smart performance and cannot be tolerated because cheating makes students are lazy and doesn’t give any improvement.
Essay 5

Cheating in Examination is not a Smart Performance

Cheating in examination is usually done by a student who is not serious and usually less motivated. A student tends not to prepare well before the examinations. In my opinion, I strongly believe cheating in examination is not a smart performance. I have some important reasons to support my claim.

The first and most important reason supporting my claim is you may get bad score. Some students thought cheating is the only way to solve problems. According to me, cheating is totally wrong or incorrect, and automatically cheating will lower score. Furthermore, the score will be decreased by lecturers who know about your bad attitude. I'm sure lecturers will feel extremely disappointed with you.

The last reason to support my claim is students who usually do cheating in examination will lose credibility. Once you do cheating, I believe your friends and your lecturers or teachers may consider you as a lazy student who does not want to think in doing examination.

I strongly believe cheating is not a good way to solve your problem in doing examination. If you do cheating, your score will be decreased; you also cannot measure your own ability and may lose your credibility. I suggest you to trust yourself and study regularly before the examination.
Say No to Cheating

As students face the exam, many good ways and bad ways can be done before facing exam. Few students take the good ways such as studying regularly, reviewing everything that has been studied, and doing some enrichment exercises before the examinations. Many students choose the bad ways for doing the examination like make a small note and put the note in pencil case or everything invisible to recognize the cheating. Do you know cheating is not a smart performance? This paper will show you the reasons why cheating is not a smart performance.

The first reason proving cheating is not a smart performance is you do not have the chance to challenge yourself with the questions on the examinations. In cheating, you just copy paste the answer without thinking about the answers. You just look at your notes then copy the answer. You do not give the chance to yourself to think more about the answer.

The second reason is cheating is a bad habit for you since you do not have effort to try to know the answer by thinking about the answer. You make easy about the answer and you do not try to memorize the answer. If you do not do cheating, you do not have to be dependable on your notes. You should know everything in this life can’t be made easy. You do cheating because you make the problems easy. In fact, the problems are not easy.

From the reasons above, as students, we do not have to do cheating. We are students and we are smart people. The cheaters should
encourage themselves and avoid cheating in examination. For example, my friends, Amanda, Elizabeth, and I wanna repent. We used to cheat, but after she told us to repent, now we always study before the exam.
Essay 7

Cheating for the examination is not Smart Performance

The students sometimes felt difficulty to follow the examination. There are some reasons why the students sometimes do cheating for the examination. So, the students believe cheating is usual habit.

The first reason, the students didn’t have high motivation to success in the examination, so they didn’t do the exam very well. Students just do cheating because they do not exercise before.

The second reason, the student tends not prepare very well before the examination. So, most of students didn’t follow the examination and cheating happens. Teachers should know and understand students. Students need to be taken care of.

The third reason, the student who is not serious and usually less motivated tends not to prepare well and then tempt to take a shortcut during the examination. The cheaters should prepare before do the examination and also doing some enrichment exercises before the examinations.

To sum up, to be able to do the examination very well and easier, students should prepare well by studying regularly and doing exercises every day. Teachers also must take care of lazy and low motivated students.
Essay 8

Cheating Means Bad Future

Students must be want have a good score in the exam. Unfortunately, students never studied or practice and cheating in the exam. However, cheating is a bad habit and not a smart performance. Cheating will bring the students into lazyness and untruthness and also bad future.

Students will be more lazy because of having a plan to cheat. The students will prepare for cheating note in the night before the exam. Students who usually cheating consider exam is only regular assignment. That’s why quality of students nowadays lower than few years ago.

Cheating also means lying. Students have already known if cheating is a sin, but they still cheat. Actually if students cheat, they don’t know the truth skill they actually have. School will be useless and students will get nothing for future.

A student who is cheating will get a good score, but when he/she is accepted in a office because of his or her mark, he/she can’t do their job well. Since he/she never studies, so he/she will appear to be a silly worker.

Guys, I hope you will not cheat and please count on your own skill. I believe God gives talent to all of you, so you don’t have to cheat and believe in God.
Essay 9

Cheating is Ashamed!

Research shown 90 percent students recognize cheating since elementary school and many students have done cheating until college. Students have the same destination: all students hope to succeed in the examinations. In fact, many students tend not to prepare very well before exam and do examination in instantly way. Students should studying regularly and doing some enrichment exercises before the examinations. I believe cheating in examination is not a smart performance.

Students were lazy to study. In fact, many students from young to old don’t care about studying before the examinations. So, students cheat in easily way and now become very expert in cheating. No wonder, the number of students cheating is increasing.

Students underestimate the examination. Many students tend to watching movies, shopping, playing psp for all day than to study. We can’t ignore many students nowadays think reading some books and studying are very boring and uninteresting.

Please, prepare yourself well and don’t underestimate the examination because if you get a bad grade you will feel regret, you have to be confident. You can get good grades with studying well before the examination.
Essay 10

Cheating During The Examination is Bad for Students

Good students are always preparing and studying before the examination, but some students are not preparing well and not studying before the examination. When you are cheating, you will get many disadvantages from cheating, so cheating is absolutely not good for students, and this essay will give you some reasons why cheating during the examination is not good performance and bad for students.

The first reason is students who are cheating during the examination will confuse and do not know what to do, so during the examination lazy students will spend so much time for cheating and trying to copy the right answer.

The second reason is students who are cheating on the examination will feel guilty and afraid if the teacher will know. I believe if you are studying and preparing well for the examination, you will feel more relax and sure with your answer, so cheating during the examination will give you bad concentration and feel afraid with your teacher.

The conclusion is cheating during the examination is not good performance and you will not learn anything, you will not proud with yourself, so you’d better to prepare and study yourself before the examination, you should say and promise with yourself if you want study more seriously then manage your time and not cheating anymore. Finally, you will not feel afraid, confuse, and you will not get zero and also proud with your examination result.
Essay 11

Preparation to Avoid Cheating In Examinations

Students in kindergarten, elementary, junior high, senior high school and also students in university must get good mark in examination or test. There are many ways to get a good mark honestly and unhonestly. Cheating sound like usual but have you ever think about the effect of cheating also the advantages of chosen cheating or not during examinations. I will explain some reasons showing cheating is bad and how to solve cheating.

The first reason is why we are forbidden to cheating in the examination is we are highly motivated students. We are highly motivated students, so we should motivate ourselves for do the best in the examinations. Everyday we go to campus or school, we get new knowledge. Day by day our knowledge will be improved if we do the recall and we will understand subjects. Without repeating subjects at home, we would possible remember the subjects. So do recall all subjects after we get home. This is very important.

The second reason is doing some enrichment exercises before the examination is good. Take some blank papers, go to the Student Access Center, ask for booklet of structure or so on. We can doing some exercise in SAC or in the online test as the previous test to know or measure knowledge. After we doing some enrichment exercises we should check our answer, and then get the right answer. If we had get a lot of false, we should & must use our time to study hard.
The last reason is we choose a university in a department with background complete with some goals, not only one goal but also a lot of goal. The most important goal is to absorb as much as knowledge. Cheating will not give us any knowledge.

I want to sum up my essay today. Some of us chosen cheating, some of us not cheating at all. Believe in yourself and study hard, do some enrichment test and understanding all the materials, so we can get high mark on test without cheating at all.
Essay 12

**Study Hard before the Examination**

Have you ever done cheating? How many have you cheated? We tend to cheat when we do not prepare well for a test or we do not confident during exam. Cheating is prohibited all over the school in the world.

The first reason is cheating will not be fair. We don’t appreciate what we have learnt so far. Our friends who have difficulties in studying and trying hard to memorize the materials will feel angry and disappointed if we cheat.

The second reason is we can’t test how far what we have learnt. We could not test how far we master the subjects. We must evaluation what we have learnt in the first semester as well by doing the test fairly. No cheating will train us also to build our confidence and brain. So, we must study hard to get an A mark.

The third reason and the most important one is we should trust and believe ourselves, also must build our confidence to not cheat in test. We can try to raise our confidence. We must do our best in doing the test, because if we can do our best so, we can get a good score in our test. We can do test happily and enjoy.

When we do something by ourselves, we must do it. While we have successfully done this, we can be confident. So, we can conclude we must trust and believe to ourselves. We can’t test ourselves well when we do cheating. We may raise our confidence well. The best way for us is just do the best.
Essay 13

Cheating in Examination is Harmful

Nowadays, there are 2 kinds of students in a school/department. The good, serious and highly motivated students usually prepare well before exam by studying regularly, reviewing everything, and doing enrichment exercise before the examination. On the other hand, students who are not too serious & less motivated tend not to prepare very well before exam. In my opinion, I do not agree with students who are cheating during the examination because cheating has many bad effects.

First, when students make cheating during the examination, they will become not independent in studying because they will feel lazy. They will think without studying, they can answer the question, but actually if they cheat, they will become more stupid because they don’t do any effort like studying to get good scores. This ruins students’ good futures.

Second, the score of the cheaters are not original. In this case, cheating is as the same as stealing someone’s score indirectly. Maybe the clever students give answers because the unserious students peep the answers of clever students deliberately.

To conclude, students should not cheat during the examination because cheating during the examination is harmful. I’m sure students who have prepared well before the examination will get good score. Good luck!
Cheating in Examination is not a Smart Performance

Examination is like a ghost. Some students always feel worry when the examinations will come. It happened because students don’t prepare well. Some students usually prefer to cheat in examinations. In fact, around 70% students in Indonesia do cheating in an examination. On the other hand some people think cheating in examination is a smart performance. In my opinion, cheating in examination is not a smart performance. Bellow I will give you three reasons, why cheating in examination is not a smart performance.

First, cheating in examination is not a smart performance because you deceive yourself. Cheating means you work your examination but not with your ability. So, when you cheating in examination, you deceive yourself. In addition, cheating is the type of insincerity. Your teacher will punish and give you bad mark if you to be found cheating in examination.

The second reason is you don’t believe with your ability. When the examination will come at least you must prepare well by studying regularly so that you can answer the question correctly. But, when you’re cheating in examination, you don’t believe with your ability to answer the question.

The last and the third reason is cheating make you dependence because when you have some problem, such as don’t have enough time to study, don’t have enough time to prepare the material and the difficult formula, you dependence to write the material in a small paper, pencil case, and many more.
All in all cheating in examination is not a smart performance. There are also three reasons why cheating in examination is not a smart performance such as you deceive yourself, you not believe with your ability, and cheating make you dependence. Consequently, you should prepare well by studying regularly, reviewing everything and doing some enrichment exercises before the examinations.
Essay 15

Motivated For Student

Many students feel frustration with school because sometime students feel down, usually less motivated, stupid, useless, lazy, etc. Students often feel unconfident and give up easily. Now, don’t give up students because life is adventure.

Solution for students hope to succeed and usually less motivated is first, prepares well by studying regularly. Make a study group and ask people who know more about particular subjects. Don’t be hesitate to ask.

Nobody’s perfect, so reviewing everything is important. Like I said before, reviewing will help you and if you are still confused, ask, ask, ask. Never shy to ask because you are social individuals.

When you cheat, you will fail in exam because you do not know your answer is correct or not and you just focus on your note to find the answer. Your lecturers who are control you during the examinations will know you are cheating and will take your papers. It will make you are not allowed to join the examinations. So, it means you fail and you have to take the examinations again in the next semesters.

Doing some enrichment exercises before the examination is useful for yourself because many times you practice many knowledge you got. Theory without practice is useless but you must make the different for the balance.
There are ways to keep try to be must number one, so the government’s support are needed. The parents encourage children to study with higher education. All parents want children to be smart. In addition, the government should help schools provide affordable education for all Indonesians. It can be in form of scholarship, grant, etc.
Essay 16

Cheating in Examination is not a Smart Performance

Cheating is usually happen for students during examinations. Some students who are serious and highly motivated hopes to succeed in the examinations by studying regularly, reviewing everything, and doing some enrichment exercises before examinations. Below, I will give you reasons why cheating in examination is not a smart performance.

First is cheating makes students more stupid because students think examination is the easiest thing to do in exam. Students just think for making a shortcut a day before the examination and the position how to do cheating during the examination.

Second is cheating makes the students lazier to study. Students never study because they are only playing, hang out, and forgot the exam. For example, there is a boy who is always cheating during the examination. His mother tried to persuade him by telling him cheating is not good for him but he does not care for his exam. He just thinks the way to get the best score in exam by cheating.

In conclusion, cheating in examination is not a smart performance. Cheating makes students more stupid and lazier. So students, please do not cheat during the examinations.
Essay 17

Cheating is not Bad, but Worse!

Everybody knows examination is the most important thing to do in school. Some students prefer to cheat during the examination. I am sure many students now are lazy to study and this essay will explain to you the reasons why cheating in examination are not a smart performance.

The first reason is cheating makes students lazy. We can see many students do not want to study before the exam. Of course, for lazy students, cheating is much easier than studying.

The second reason is cheating makes you stupid and you will be so lazier in the future. You never study, and you become stupid and fail because you do not have any knowledge about subjects.

The last reason is cheating could be bad habit. Students exactly do not cheating only for one. Just imagine if your teachers have already taught you carefully, seriously, and perfectly but finally, you cheat. I believe your teachers will feel so disappointed with this.

In sum, cheating makes students lazy, stupid, and also could be a bad habit. You can conclude from the explanation cheating is not good for you. You know, cheating is not bad again, but worse!
Essay 18

Cheating in Examination is not a Smart Performance

As a student, I believe we know very well about cheating. Cheating is a shortcut during the examination. A lot of students really like to cheat during the examination, but actually cheating is not a smart performance for students because with cheating we can take an argument saying students who cheat is not ready enough to face the examination. Below, I will explain my arguments.

First and the most important argument is cheating during examination is a sin because with cheating we do lying with the teacher who teach us. I believe you will feel regretful someday. If you really respect your teachers, don’t make you and your teachers disappointed.

The second reason is you do lying with yourself. Like I have said before cheating is a sin. You will feel less confidence because of cheating. Try to increase your self-confidence, so you will not do cheating during the examination.

The third reason is cheating is only a shortcut to make your exam done but with cheating you cannot control the result and you do not know your ability, so the result you will get is not yours.

In sum, cheating in examination is not a smart performance. I have told the three strong reasons why cheating is not a smart performance. Try to be confidence, be honest with your teacher and also yourself.
Essay 19

Cheating in Examination is not a Smart Performance

Some of the students who are smart enough always face the examination with studying hard and honestly. The opposite is a lazy student who never prepare in the examination. Below, I will deliver you three reasons can support me.

First, cheating in the examination is not a good performance. Most of students don’t prepare well with studying more, reviewing some materials, and doing some enrichment exercises. It will decrease our performances in answering either easy or difficult questions which are given by teachers.

Second is cheating is a sign for us showing we are not confident enough with our ability. We have the ability to do something as long as we want. Actually, we should believe to show we can do the examination without cheating.

Third reason is you are not serious students. If you are unserious students and you never listen to your lecturer explanation and never do assignments, so you will cheat. The fact is students who are serious to study will not cheat.

The conclusion is cheating during examination is not a good performance. We should show and give best with study more to enrich knowledge, be confident, and be serious. So, do not cheat while examinations.
The writer’s and her two investigators’ findings are presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essay</th>
<th>The Writer Pronoun(s) with Vague Reference</th>
<th>The First Investigator Essay Pronoun(s) with Vague Reference</th>
<th>The Second Investigator Essay Pronoun(s) with Vague Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>